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The right measurements are essential 

to ensure shower enclosures fit right 
the first time. Make sure the entire 
process goes smoothly by utilizing 

our factory-trained installers to 

measure your application.

Basco's core line includes both semi-

frameless and framed enclosures. 
Also, Basco offers an extensive 
selection of frame finishes to 
complement your bathroom décor. 
Please reference pages 16 - 17 for all 

available finish options.

This is mainly determined by the size 

and shape of your shower. Choose 
from Inline, Return and Neo Angle 

Options (European to Traditional 

style) that will suit your taste and 

space perfectly.

Basco’s core line offers premium 
glass in both 1/4" and 3/16" options. 
In addition, Basco offers several 
varieties that provide privacy or limit 
visibility into the shower. Please 
reference pages 18-19 for all available 
glass options.
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“We are inspired every day to create the highest  

 quality luxury shower enclosures that help bring  

 your ultimate dream bathroom vision to life.”

- George W. Rohde, CEO & President
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ROTOLO
1 ⁄ 4" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS

5400 Tub/5500 Shower

BYPASS MODELS

The Rotolo bypass rolling door is a semi-frameless enclosure 
that offers the perfect combination of contemporary looks and 
functionality with an innovative bypass design.

- Modern header with visible top rollers enables  
 easy installation and adjustment
- Includes one through-the-glass exterior towel bar  
 and one through-the-glass pull knob

- Standard width ranges fit openings from 44” to 60” curb
- Five standard height options of 56”, 57”, 651⁄2”, 70” & 76”

INFINITY
1 ⁄ 4" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS
4400 Tub / 4500 Shower

Basco Infinity bypass shower enclosures are 
distinguished by their curved design elements 
that reflect modern bath styles.

- Rounded, modern header
-  Features dual through-the-glass rounded   
 towel bars
-  Standard width ranges fit openings from   
 38” to 60”
- Five standard height options of
 56”, 57”, 651⁄2”, 70” & 76”

CLASSIC
3 ⁄ 16" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS
3400 Tub / 3500 Shower

A clean, spacious design makes
Classic unique.

- Traditionally-shaped header
- Includes one exterior glass-mounted towel   
 bar and one finger pull
- Standard width ranges fit openings from
 44” to 60”
- Five standard height options of
 56”, 57”, 651⁄2”, 70” & 76”

DELUXE
3 ⁄ 16" FRAMED GLASS
6150 Tub / 7150 Shower

Basco’s most time-tested framed bypass 
enclosure, Deluxe offers proven quality in 
design and performance.

- Traditionally-shaped header 
-  Features through-the-rail dual towel bars 
-  Standard width ranges fit openings from
 38” to 66”
- Six standard height options of
 56”, 581⁄2”, 641⁄2”, 68”, 711⁄2”, & 76”
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INFINITY
1 ⁄ 4" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS

1400 Single Swing

SINGLE SWING
MODELS

The Infinity 1400 Series semi-frameless swing door is the final 
polished accent for your bathroom. It is also available in a French 
door configuration.

-   Clear drip system keeps water in, while   
 maintaining the all-glass look
-  Features a 6” through-the-glass pull handle

CLASSIC
3 ⁄ 16" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS
3600 Single Swing

DELUXE
3 ⁄ 16" FRAMED GLASS
100 Single Swing

DELUXE
3 ⁄ 16" FRAMED GLASS
18CS Steam Door

- Standard width ranges fit openings from 20” to 36”
- Three standard height options of 659⁄16”, 72” & 76”

Innovative engineering and spacious design 
make the continuous hinge Classic the perfect 
complement to sophisticated bathrooms.

-  Clear vinyl drip deflector keeps the water in
 the shower
- 3” magnetic handle wraps the glass
-  Standard width ranges fit most openings   
 from 249⁄16” to 361⁄16”
- Two standard height options of
 651⁄16” & 70”

Traditional in style, the Deluxe framed swing 
door offers stability, security and functionality 
in one complete package.

-  Drip rail system includes a channel that   
 keeps the water in the shower
- A full-length magnet holds the door
 tightly closed
-  Standard width ranges fit most openings   
 from 223⁄8” to 363⁄4”
- Four standard height options of
 631⁄2”, 67”, 701⁄2” & 76”

Give yourself a spa experience at home. This 
framed seal-tight door traps steam in your 
shower and is available with or without a top 
panel above the door.

- Optional top panel may be fixed or operable
-  Drip rail system includes a channel that   
 keeps the water in the shower
- A full-length magnet holds the door
 tightly closed
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INFINITY
1 ⁄ 4" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS

1413NP Door & Inline Panel

DOOR & INLINE
PANEL MODELS

INFINITY
1 ⁄ 4" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS
1413 Door & Inline Panel
1412 Panel/Door/Panel

CLASSIC
3 ⁄ 16" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS
136 Door & Inline Panel
126 Panel/Door/Panel

DELUXE
3 ⁄ 16" FRAMED GLASS
135 Door & Inline Panel
125 Panel/Door/Panel

Providing a more frameless look, Basco’s Infinity semi-frameless 
door and inline panel with no center post provides an economical 
option to a completely frameless shower. 

-   No-post option requires the door to hinge from  
 the wall
- Clear drip system keeps water in, while   
 maintaining the all-glass look

-  Features a 6” through-the-glass pull handle
- Width ranges fit openings from 32” to 72”
-  Four standard height options of 651⁄8”, 685⁄8”, 721⁄8” & 761⁄8”

Equal in beauty and quality, Basco’s Infinity 
semi-frameless door and inline panel can 
make your room appear spacious and airy 
while having the functionality of a swing door. 

- Clear drip system keeps water in, while  
 maintaining the all-glass look
- Features a 6” through-the-glass pull handle
- Width ranges fit openings from 32” to 72”
- Four standard height options of
 651⁄8”, 685⁄8”, 721⁄8” & 76 1⁄8”

Classic enclosures feature door panels 
with more glass and less metal and may be 
customized to fit your individual needs.

- Clear vinyl drip deflector keeps the water  
 in the shower
- 3” magnetic handle wraps the glass  
-  Width ranges fit openings from 32” to 72”
- Four standard height options of
 651⁄8”, 685⁄8”, 721⁄8” & 76 1⁄8”

Traditional in style, the Deluxe framed swing 
door and inline panel offers stability, security 
and functionality in one complete package.

- Drip rail system includes a channel that   
 keeps the water in the shower
- A full-length magnet holds the door
 tightly closed
-  Width ranges fit openings from 32” to 72”
- Four standard height options of
 651⁄8”, 685⁄8”, 721⁄8” & 76 1⁄8”
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INFINITY
1 ⁄ 4" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS

1415NP Panel/Door/Return Panel

DOOR & RETURN
PANEL MODELS

INFINITY
1 ⁄ 4" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS
1414 Door & Return Panel
1415 Panel/Door/Return Panel

CLASSIC
3 ⁄ 16" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS
146 Door & Return Panel
151 Panel/Door/Return Panel

DELUXE
3 ⁄ 16" FRAMED GLASS
145 Door & Return Panel
150 Panel/Door/Return Panel

The Infinity semi-frameless door, inline panel with no center post 
and return panel provides the look of modern frameless luxury. 

-  No-post option requires the door to   
 hinge from the wall
- Clear drip system keeps water in, while  
 maintaining the all-glass look

- Features a 6” through-the-glass pull handle
- Standard inline and return panel widths up to 60”
- Four standard height options of 651⁄8”, 685⁄8”, 721⁄8” & 761⁄8”

Basco’s Infinity semi-frameless door, inline 
panel and return panel provides a surplus of 
possibilities for your dream bathroom.

- Clear drip system keeps water in, while  
 maintaining the all-glass look
- Features a 6” through-the-glass pull handle
- Standard inline and return panel widths
 up to 60”
- Four standard height options of
 651⁄8”, 685⁄8”, 721⁄8” & 761⁄8”

Featuring a frameless door panel, these 
Classic enclosures may be customized to fit 
your individual needs. 

-  Clear vinyl drip deflector keeps the water  
 in the shower
- 3” magnetic handle wraps the glass 
-  Standard inline and return panel widths
 up to 60”
- Four standard height options of
 651⁄8”, 685⁄8”, 721⁄8” & 761⁄8”

Stability, security and functionality are com-
bined with traditional style in our Deluxe door 
and panel models. 

- Drip rail system includes a channel that  
 keeps the water in the shower
- Full-length magnet holds the door
 tightly closed
-  Standard inline and return panel widths
 up to 60”
- Four standard height options of
 651⁄8”, 685⁄8”, 721⁄8” & 761⁄8”
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INFINITY
1 ⁄ 4" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS

1416 Neo Angle

NEO ANGLE
MODELS

Create a showcase in your bath with the semi-frameless Infinity 
Neo Angle enclosure.

- Standard ranges for centerlines from 60” to 108”
- Four standard height options of 651⁄8”, 685⁄8”, 721⁄8” & 761⁄8”

- Clear drip system keeps water in, while   
 maintaining the all-glass look
- Features a 6” through-the-glass pull handle

CLASSIC
 3 ⁄ 16" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS
161 Neo Angle

DELUXE
 3 ⁄ 16" FRAMED GLASS
160 Neo Angle

With traditional style and a modern frameless 
door panel, Classic neo angle enclosures com-
pliment any bathroom décor. 

- Clear vinyl drip deflector keeps the water in
 the shower
- 3” magnetic handle wraps the glass 
- Standard ranges for centerlines from
 60” to 108”
- Four standard height options of
 651⁄8”, 685⁄8”, 721⁄8” & 761⁄8”

The Deluxe framed neo angle offers traditional 
style with time-tested features. 

-  Drip rail system includes a channel that   
 keeps the water in the shower
- Full-length magnet holds the door
 tightly closed
- Standard ranges for centerlines from    
 60” to 108”
- Four standard height options of
 651⁄8”, 685⁄8”, 721⁄8” & 761⁄8”
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ADDITIONAL
MODELS

CUSTOMIZE
YOUR SPACE

INFINITY
1 ⁄ 4" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS

1411 Bi-fold

DELUXE
3/16" FRAMED GLASS
Custom Steam Door 

INFINITY
1 ⁄ 4" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS

1022 Tub / 1422 Shower French Doors

INFINITY
1 ⁄ 4" SEMI-FRAMELESS ENCLOSURE 
Custom Neo Angle 

INFINITY
1 ⁄ 4" SEMI-FRAMELESS GLASS

4401 Tub / 4501 with Return Panel
4403 Tub / 4503 with Inline Panel

CLASSIC
3/16" SEMI-FRAMELESS ENCLOSURE
Custom Panel/Door/Panel 

Offering a telephone booth design,
this is the perfect door for tight spaces.

-  A center pull provides
a convenient handle

-  Up to 2” of available adjustment
- Standard width ranges

fit openings from 23” to 37”
- Two standard height

options of 72” & 76”
-  Floor-to-ceiling unit
-  Operable top panel to vent for steam
-  Buttress glass panel

The Infinity French doors provide greater 
access for entry and double everything there 

is to love about our Infinity swing doors.

-  Clear drip systems keep water in,
while maintaining the all-glass look

-  Features two 6”
through-the-glass pull handles

-  Standard width ranges fit
openings from 24” to 72”

-  Five standard height options of
57”, 65”, 681⁄2”, 72” & 76”

-  Additional panel with notched glass
-  Custom angles available
-  Two buttress panels and an additional   
    towel bar
-  Optional pull and towel bar combination

All the style of the Infinity semi-frameless 
bypass plus an extra panel creates a great 
option for oversized inline or return openings.

-  Rounded, modern header
-  Features dual through-the-glass

rounded towel bars
-  Popular standard width

ranges to choose from
-  Four standard height options of

57”, 651⁄2”, 70” & 76”
-  Optional notched glass panel
-  Optional buttress glass panel
-  Optional towel bar & robe hook in the panel

Our goal is to fabricate each enclosure to 

meet your specific needs. Here are just 
a few custom options designed to offer 
unique features for the shower area.
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FINISH OPTIONS

BASCO PAINTED FINISHES

SILVER ALMOND ANTIQUE PEWTER BRONZE

GOLD BRUSHED BRONZE BURNISHED COPPER OIL-RUBBED BRONZE

BRUSHED NICKEL SATIN NICKEL WHITE WROUGHT IRON

Complementing other finishes in your bathroom, 
our finish color options are designed to com- 
plement today’s most popular faucet and bath 

hardware. The palette is diverse and considers the 
latest fashion trends to match your own unique 
preferences. Our patented process will protect 
and ensure long lasting luster and shine for years 

to come.

COMPLEMENTARY 

COLOR CHOICES

BASCO ANODIZED
FINISHES

*For best representation, please visit a Basco dealer with metal finish samples.
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GLASS OPTIONS
& AQUAGLIDE

Available in any Basco glass, AquaGlideXP is 

a revolutionary ultra-protective coating that 
bonds to the glass and keeps it in pristine 
condition backed by a 10-year warranty when 
factory applied. 

-  Low maintenance – Requires less cleaning  
 than untreated glass 

- Effective water repellant at an affordable
 price point

- Minimizes mildew, soap scum and hard water  
 build up

- Can be applied on any glass thickness
 or style 

- Recommended periodic squeegee use and  
 maintenance cleaner for best results

To ensure long-lasting beauty and warranty 

protection, Basco strongly recommends the 

AquaGlideXP Maintenance Wash. Please ask 
your sales associate for details.

MAKE ORDINARY
GLASS EXTRAORDINARY

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT

CLEAR BEVELED*AUTUMN

OBSCURE

STRATA

CLEAR

RAIN

TEMPEST

CLEAR ETCHED*

REFLECTIONS

VESSENCE

FLUTED

SILK

*Photo represents section of door design, pattern does not fill complete panel.
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DISTINCTIVE
HARDWARE FEATURES

Through-the-glass towel bar, sliding enclosures

Towel bar, bypass enclosures

Through-the-glass handle, swing or 
door & panel enclosures

Magnetic pull handle, swing doors

Clear drip vinyl, swing or door & 
panel enclosures

Rounded header, bypass enclosures

Header, bypass enclosures

Stay-Kleen track & guide, 
bypass enclosures

Stay-Kleen track & guide, 
bypass enclosures

Header with visible top rollers, bypass enclosures

Towel bar, bypass enclosures

Through-the-glass knob, 
bypass enclosures

Pull handle, swing or door & 
panel enclosures

Stay-Kleen track & guide, bypass 
enclosures

Stay-Kleen track & guide,
bypass enclosures

Through-the-glass towel bar, 
bypass enclosures

Header, bypass enclosures

Drip system, swing or door & 
panel enclosures

INFINITY ROTOLO

CLASSIC DELUXE
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PRODUCT
TIPS & CARE

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

LIMITED LIFETIME     
WARRANTY

GET HELP ONLINE

A COLLECTION OF 
CUSTOM, HEAVY GLASS 
FRAMELESS LUXURY

BY BASCO

®

With your new Basco enclosure, you can be 

confident knowing your purchase is backed 
by our Limited Lifetime Warranty. For Basco 
units treated with AquaGlideXP at the factory, 
this glass protection system carries a 10-year 

warranty. See our web site for details.

If you have additional questions about our 
products, terminology and other purchase con-

siderations, please visit BascoShowerDoor.com. 
Utilize our “Product Style Quiz” to align your 
preferences with our product line or use the 

“Build Your Door” feature to determine your 
preliminary product choices for you to share 

with your sales associate, remodeler or interior 

design professional.

If your project calls for a premium one-of-a-kind 
shower enclosure, consider the RODA by Basco 
collection. The RODA product line offers luxurious 
frameless heavy 3/8" and 1/2" glass enclosures 
which are custom made to fit any space.

Handcrafted to perfection, every RODA shower 
enclosure is custom crafted and designed to 

meet the highest quality standards. From your 
design to heavy cut glass, and the beautiful 
hardware finishes, every RODA enclosure is 
built by hand one at a time, customized to your 

exact specifications.

Create the ultimate finishing touch to your retreat. 
Ask your Basco sales associate for details.

MAINTAIN BEAUTY WITH 
AQUAGLIDEXP HOME KIT

If you did not have the opportunity to purchase 
the factory-applied AquaGlideXP protection, con- 

sider the Shower & Bath Protection Home Kit. 
The easy step-by-step process will increase the 

luster of the glass while reducing spotting, soap 

scum and mineral deposits.

YouTube.com/BascoShowers

Facebook.com/BascoShowerEnclosures 

Pinterest.com/BascoShowers 
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Custom Crafted Shower Enclosures
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